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A collection of Richard Kostelanetz's essays and critical notes on contemporary avant-garde

dance, beginning with Merce Cunningham performances first observed in 1963 and seen often

in subsequent decades, including a 1973 comprehensive profile of him, in addition to shorter

appreciations of Elizabeth Streb, Laura Dean, Stephanie Evanitzky, and Sarah East Johnson.

RK distinguishes himself from other dance writings with his opening admission that before he

turned thirty he witnessed more sport than dance. Otherwise, his taste reflects a sensibility

educated by Cunningham-Cage.Individual entries on Richard Kostelanetz’s work in several

fields appear in various editions of Readers Guide to Twentieth-Century Writers, Merriam-

Webster Encyclopedia of Literature, Contemporary Poets, Contemporary Novelists,

Postmodern Fiction, Webster's Dictionary of American Writers, The HarperCollins Reader’s

Encyclopedia of American Literature, Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, Directory of

American Scholars, Who's Who in America, Who's Who in the World, Who's Who in American

Art, NNDB.com, Wikipedia.com, and Britannica.com, among other distinguished directories.

Otherwise, he survives in New York, where he was born, unemployed and thus overworked.
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For Arlene Croce and in memory of Edwin DenbyThe avatars of dance criticism in

America.PREFACE:As a commentator, I’ve written enough about and of avant-garde dance to

make not a printed book, unless illustrated, but an ebook, which is currently a channel unable

to accept pictures. My DanceWritings contains texts mostly unavailable elsewhere, beginning

with a 1973 profile of Merce Cunningham written for the New York Times Magazine, which paid

for it but did not use. Otherwise, consider this book to be a sequel to books of my collected

commentaries on the visual arts, poetry, fiction, politics, music, and performance, most of them

available via Ebook Tops or directly from me through my eponymous website,

www.RichardKostelanetz.com.My chronicle of Merce Cunningham performances previously

appeared in my anthology Merce Cunningham: Dancing in Time and Space (1992, 1998) and

in my On Innovative Performance(s) (1994), which also contain comparable short reviews,

initially made for myself, of modern dance performances that are not reprinted here. From the

last I extracted only short reviews of the choreographers Laura Dean and Stephanie Evanitzky.

An earlier version of my “201 Contemporary Ballets” was published in 2001 on the Wireless

Web that is no longer publicly available. I intended for it to be a chapbook that never happened

and so reprint it here with its own credits and dedication, as though it did. The short chapter on

Sarah East Johnson began as an entry in my Dictionary of the Avant-Gardes (2000). “Modern

Dance” (1969) is drawn from Metamorphosis in the Arts, which didn’t appear until 1980, though

the chapter appeared earlier in DanceScope # 5 (Fall, 1970). These texts appear mostly as I

wrote them. Only occasionally do I put between brackets—[]—certain recent additions.For a

decade at least by now I’ve posted on my eponymous website a proposal for a critical history

of that line of nonrepresentational contemporary dance that extends from Merce Cunningham

through Elizabeth Streb and Sarah East Johnson. That would incidentally give me an

opportunity to write more about two figures now no longer so visible in New York, Laura Dean

and Evanitzky. While the former became a professor in North Carolina, the latter disappeared,

scarcely remembered even on the Internet. This is unfortunate, as I for one still recall her work

as imaginative and unique. By the time I regularly appreciated Sarah East Johnson’s

choreography with her group Lava I was no longer making notes. Since the proposed book is

not likely to happen in the current negative publishing climate, consider these bits in

DanceWritings to be it.This ebook also contains proposals for other books I wanted to do but

have not, if only to establish such proposals as part of my intellectual (non)history. A final

element in this book, influenced by the proposal for “Conceptual Dance,” is my own imaginings

of “201 Contemporary Ballets,” some of them ironic.Perhaps there is some significance in the

fact that these essays about dance were written by a heterosexual who had until he turned

thirty seen a lot more sport than dance, though he has witnessed more dance than sport since.

Given this background, it is scarcely surprising that I hardly notice how the music inspires or

accompanies dance. Nor do I respond to ballet’s traditional sentimental plot of a boy enticing a

girl. Also unable to recognize variations on dance movements and positions whose names I

don’t know, I’m less a dance critic than a writer who has written dance criticism.Had I written

more dance criticism, this book would contain appreciations of Noémie LaFrance’s site-specific



Descent (2001), which was initially performed in the twelve-story stairwell of an office building

in Lower Manhattan; Cirque de Soleil, who have invented a performance genre I’d like to write

about at length sometime; and of the marching bands sponsored by certain historically African-

American colleges such as Florida A. & M., Grambling, and Southern (LA), who imaginatively

elevate a vulgar genre with dozens of performers into, yes, high ensemble art.Thinking further

back, I have a vague recollection of Donald McKayle, around 1950 a young choreographer,

teaching us preteens some kind of rudimentary modern dance in a class at Downtown

Community School (“progressive,” NYC Lower East Side), but don’t recall ever taking any other

class. By birth tight-jointed, broadly built, physically indestructible, with a long torso and short

legs (supported by quick feet), I doubted if I could have done very well at any kind of traditional

dance.Instead, a body like mine was made for American football, which I enjoyed through

junior high, until my mother, dammit, refused to sign the waiver of liability that would have

allowed me to play in high school. For a modern dance class, she probably would have not only

signed but paid, as she taught “Isadora Duncan technique” in the 1950s in after-school

programs around New York City.Of course, I now realize that coming from such a background I

might have, given the opportunity, produced choreography as different from conventional fare

as, say, my poetry and fiction have been, but I didn’t. (Imagine, if you will, a sophisticated

basketball or soccer team moving without a ball, best watched not from the side, as in standard

theaters, but from high above, as in the cockfight arena I witnessed in Puerto Rico?) Instead, I

imagined ballets wholly in prose, some of which is reprinted here.The lodestone in this book is,

of course, Merce Cunningham, who taught me about contemporary modern dance as, say, my

mother hadn’t, who needed to live into the 21st Century to see his choreography almost

universally acclaimed. So often did I write about him that I frequently recycled myself as well as

choice quotations by others. I also viewed other, especially older, choreographers against what

I learned from him. One reason for publishing this book now, for closing my DanceWritings, is

that I shall see his legendary eponymous company’s final performance tonight.--Richard

Kostelanetz, 31 December 2011

MODERN DANCE (1969)What we have come to call "modern dance" is, first of all, different

from both ethnic and social dancing as well as ballet, all of which extend from older traditions

and nowadays have autonomous artistic lives, each genre of dance hardly cross-fertilizing with

the others. Both social dance and musical show-dancing are forms of "journalism," so to speak,

for they are elementary, accessible, blatant, prosaic, repetitious, and subservient to transiently

fashionable conventions, while ethnic dancing is, to extend the literary analogy, the folk lyric of

expressive movement. Whereas ballet generally involves large companies with soloists

performing before a chorus uniform in movement, great performance halls, female dancers

high on their toes, familiar poses, symmetrical formations of interrelationships, gorgeous

costumes, spectacular scenery, athletically extravagant movements, and very obvious forms of

gracefulness, modern dance, in contrast, is less formal--both less haughty in demeanor and

less dependent upon technical extravagance.Modern dance allows dancers their shoeless feet;

it risks awkward lines of individual positioning and collective activity. It usually favors movement

over poses, as well as smaller ensembles and more modest scenery, smaller halls and more

modern music. It is true that both ballet and modern dance are fundamentally about, in Merce

Cunningham's phrase, “the body’s natural expressivity." Both arts draw upon choreography,

which is, roughly, the art of making dance. However, whereas ballet is an unashamedly

traditional art, analogous to representational painting, modern dance joins abstract painting in

taking a radical leap beyond nineteenth-century practice. "Most modern dance," Cunningham



once declared, "is consciously concerned with positions of unbalance, this often being the

basic difference between it and the classic ballet."Most of modern dance and nearly all the

innovators have been American in origin; its pioneers--lsadora Duncan, Ruth St. Denis, and

Ted Shawn--evolved, in the first decade of this century, forms of individual and collective

movement radically different from other kinds of dance. For Isadora Duncan, the primary

innovation was unrestrained but flowing movement somewhat in imitation of the figures on

Greek vases and always redeemed by her own incomparable excellence and magnetic

presence as a performer. However, in historical retrospect, she seems more an artistic

antithesis to ballet than a seminal synthesis identified with an influential style or artistic

protégées. Instead, it was St. Denis and Shawn, particularly in their Denishawn School, who

taught the second generation of choreographic innovators, led by Martha Graham and Doris

Humphrey, especially about the enhancement of music through dance.According to the dance

critic Clive Barnes, American modern dance in the twenties divided into two competing

styles:Graham's method was to take the simple “contraction and release” of natural breathing

and apply these same tensions to all muscular body movement. This intensification of natural

movement gives her dance a kind of explosive energy.On the other hand, Barnes continues,

"Doris Humphrey's style based itself on 'falls and recoveries'... and exploited the inherent

drama of the falling body and the special pressures and tensions of a balanced body in

repose." As these were the commanding persuasions of the forties and fifties, the important

choreography of the sixties necessarily defined artistic positions at points beyond.Indeed, the

stylistic precursors of the most interesting recent dance are neither Graham nor Humphrey but

the three innovating choreographers of a third generation--Merce Cunningham and Ann

Halprin, both born around 1920, and Alwin Nikolais, a few years their senior--each for two

decades or more head of his or her eponymous performance group, each scarcely in touch

with the other two peers. What these three masters, along with younger dancers working in

their wake, collectively represent is the rejection not only of most balletic movements and forms

but also the Graham-Humphrey choreographic grammars --particularly contraction-release and

fall-recovery, in addition to dramatic linearity and climax, and the usual structure of theme-and-

variations.The new choreographers established a concomitant bias toward developing

alternative forms of movement and composition. All three eschewed the traditional plot of boy

courting girl; rejected representational (and, thus, literary) subjects and narrative "stories" in

favor of fields of activity which are indefinite or otherworldly in feeling: reduce dramatic

characterizations with mimetic gestures for non-allusive or unparticularized roles; semblances

of seduction for more ascetic behaviors; superhuman athletic movements for either more subtly

difficult steps or indubitably prosaic actions; classical music in favor of decidedly contemporary,

particularly electronic, accompaniments which are too nonrhythmical to provide a regular beat;

and invisibly complementary lighting in favor of more disjunctive and, thus, more conspicuous

forms of illumination. They also exhibit a common regard for movement as its own end rather

than a vehicle for psychological expression; a preference for titles that are either inscrutably

abstract or descriptive of the piece's form (rather than any extrinsic subject); a rejection (except

by Nikolais) of a unified ensemble of look-alike figures in favor of spatially less restricted and

asymmetrical deployment of individualized performers; a continually shifting, rather than static,

theatrical point around which the activity centers; and finally, an exploratory interest in the

indefinite borders between dance and nondance, whatever the latter may be.In brief,

Cunningham's stylistic mark is discontinuous abstraction, which is to say that neither the parts

of the dancer's body nor the ensemble of performers function together in ways familiar to either

representational dance or life. For instance, while one of Cunningham's arms is elegantly



extended at a right angle from the body, the other will dangle disinterestedly, and so forth.

Nonetheless, out of such originally anti-expressionist, anti-rational purposes Cunningham has

paradoxically evolved a choreographic language that, after several viewings, seems both

reasonable and unmistakably personal. Ann Halprin's forte is highly theatrical spectacles which

favor just natural (or uninstructed) movements that customarily stem from executing some

physical task, like moving an object from A to B, rather than performing a certain kind of

prescribed step. Nikolais’s main innovation has been the use of props not only as extensions of

the dancers' bodies (particularly their arms) but also as integral elements in a performance that

might be classified as mixed-means theater were not its thrust and tradition so fundamentally

choreographic.It is primarily the extent of stylistic distance from Graham-Humphrey, not to say

classic ballet, that distinguishes the triumvirate of originators from those choreographers who

have responded to the challenge of the avant-garde but have not moved to the frontier. Paul

Taylor, whom Clive Barnes incidentally identifies as Cunningham's primary peer and

competitor, is actually a more conservative figure, whose later work favors “fluent movements

and expressive lyricism as well as, indicatively, such classic accompaniments as Handel and

Beethoven." To be historically accurate it should be noted that Taylor's earlier dance was more

radical in concept. Not only did he briefly dance with the Merce Cunningham company, but his

early piece Duet (1957), in which he and Toby Glanternik posed absolutely still for several

minutes, is a masterful example of what I call Inferential Art [and others, “conceptual art”] .

More recently, his Public Domain (1968) is based upon a tape collage that aesthetically

resembles the dancers’ discontinuous quotations of familiar movements, and since sound and

sight are intentionally unsynchronized, dancers may be doing soft-shoe while the score rings

Gregorian chants. However, as Barnes summarized Taylor's eclectic counter-progress. “He has

passed through all forms of avant-gardism to (in modern dance terms) classicism.”José Limón,

in contrast, evolved from traditional origins to appropriate innovation without fully realizing an

innovative style. Once Humphrey's closest collaborator, he has recently been moving away

from the bejeweled elegance of his masterpiece, an interpretation of Othello entitled The

Moor’s Pavane (1949), to dances that obeyed the earlier conventions of dramatic subject, tonal

score, lyrical expression, and unified ensemble. However, the dancers' movements are

continually clipped short, with results that seemed less abstract than affected. The Joffrey

Ballet occasionally borrows some devices developed by the avant-garde--Astarte (1967), for

instance, includes a rock score performed by a live band that provides the dancers' rhythm,

and a film projected on a billowy curved screen that rearticulates the space of the stage. Not

only does the male protagonist emerge from a seat in the audience, but he concludes the

piece by exiting through several sets of stage doors onto the back-door street. However, within

this frame of unusual gestures, Astarte's protagonists engage in a series of staged erotic duets

whose style is so familiar, if not archaic, that the piece exemplifies the current opportunism of

pouring old art into new bottles, as well as the older opportunism of preserving European

"culture" in an American environment.Few personal reputations in contemporary art are as

indisputable as Merce Cunningham's, for he has been the major innovator in world modern

dance since the late forties. So far beyond established limits was his earliest work that his 1953

week-long series in New York City received no reviews in the local press! Although he spent

his earliest professional years as a soloist in the Graham Company and some regarded him as

"America's finest lyric dancer," Cunningham's own choreography, from the start, rejected

Graham's expressionistic bias for more objective (or emotionally ambiguous) forms of

movement and choreography. His primary collaborator from the beginning, the composer John

Cage, had also rejected expressionism in art and linearity in music for discontinuous fragments



of sound. Reflecting each one's continuing influence upon the other, Cunningham's dances

assumed an analogous shape, so that each movement (along with passages of stillness)

merits appreciation on its own, independent of any larger context (or within the larger anti-

structural structure of sustained discontinuity). Significantly, a Cage score for a Cunningham

piece typically functions not as a synchronous accompaniment but as an aesthetic analogue in

the environmental background--the ordered disorder of one formally matching a similar quality

in the other. In fact, just as the decor is generally designed apart from the dance's composition,

the music is usually added after the choreography has been completed. "This was the first

example in dance," writes the critic Jill Johnston, "of putting things together, or letting things go

together, that are not logically thought to have any business being together."In comparison,

Cage now seems the more courageously, or outrageously, extreme of the two figures, not only

admitting a greater abundance of life (or non-art) to his art but radically repudiating

compositional traditions in his silent piece, 4'33". Though Cunningham made a dance of

movements observed on the street--Minutiae (1954)--he never risks the outright chaos that

Cage continually approaches. Speaking of Canfield (1967), which has a Cagean score by

Pauline Oliveros, the mathematician Stephen Smoliar shrewdly perceived a contrast between

the indeterminate setting and music "and the confident determinacy of every step taken by the

dancers, providing the resulting system with a graded hierarchy of entropies." Cunningham has

yet to present a choreographic analogue of 4'33", which would logically involve opening the

curtain to an absolutely empty stage (or, perhaps, a large mirror reflecting the audience). Nor

has he totally rejected balletic elements, though he scrupulously casts them into post-

modernist formats.One reason why Cunningham has remained preeminent for so long is his

output--over fifty pieces so far of incomparable range and quality; another is that his art has

changed considerably over the years. His earliest work, as noted, explored discontinuous ways

both of moving the dancer's body and of populating the theatrical space. He eventually

developed that particularly Cunningham style of individual movement--awkward in form and

balance, yet graceful and fluent in execution--and to this day he remains its most masterful

performer. As his longtime company colleague, the spectacular dancer Carolyn Brown, put it.

"No one else can even approximate the thrusts of energy, the quick changes, the subtle

rhythmic variations, the counterpoint of torso and arms and legs and head that occur in his

own dancing." Not only did a piece as early as Suite for Chance (1952) contain movements, in

Cunningham's words, "purposefully as unadorned and flat as I could make them," but it

allowed chance operations to determine both the parts of the body and the order of the piece's

sections, thereby insuring that individuals and ensemble eschew familiar ways of structuring.

This commitment to deny one's acquired habits and particular intentions culminates in Story

(1963), where an indeterminate design insures that each performance would be considerably

different in detail.

MODERN DANCE (1969)What we have come to call "modern dance" is, first of all, different

from both ethnic and social dancing as well as ballet, all of which extend from older traditions

and nowadays have autonomous artistic lives, each genre of dance hardly cross-fertilizing with

the others. Both social dance and musical show-dancing are forms of "journalism," so to speak,

for they are elementary, accessible, blatant, prosaic, repetitious, and subservient to transiently

fashionable conventions, while ethnic dancing is, to extend the literary analogy, the folk lyric of

expressive movement. Whereas ballet generally involves large companies with soloists

performing before a chorus uniform in movement, great performance halls, female dancers

high on their toes, familiar poses, symmetrical formations of interrelationships, gorgeous



costumes, spectacular scenery, athletically extravagant movements, and very obvious forms of

gracefulness, modern dance, in contrast, is less formal--both less haughty in demeanor and

less dependent upon technical extravagance.Modern dance allows dancers their shoeless feet;

it risks awkward lines of individual positioning and collective activity. It usually favors movement

over poses, as well as smaller ensembles and more modest scenery, smaller halls and more

modern music. It is true that both ballet and modern dance are fundamentally about, in Merce

Cunningham's phrase, “the body’s natural expressivity." Both arts draw upon choreography,

which is, roughly, the art of making dance. However, whereas ballet is an unashamedly

traditional art, analogous to representational painting, modern dance joins abstract painting in

taking a radical leap beyond nineteenth-century practice. "Most modern dance," Cunningham

once declared, "is consciously concerned with positions of unbalance, this often being the

basic difference between it and the classic ballet."Most of modern dance and nearly all the

innovators have been American in origin; its pioneers--lsadora Duncan, Ruth St. Denis, and

Ted Shawn--evolved, in the first decade of this century, forms of individual and collective

movement radically different from other kinds of dance. For Isadora Duncan, the primary

innovation was unrestrained but flowing movement somewhat in imitation of the figures on

Greek vases and always redeemed by her own incomparable excellence and magnetic

presence as a performer. However, in historical retrospect, she seems more an artistic

antithesis to ballet than a seminal synthesis identified with an influential style or artistic

protégées. Instead, it was St. Denis and Shawn, particularly in their Denishawn School, who

taught the second generation of choreographic innovators, led by Martha Graham and Doris

Humphrey, especially about the enhancement of music through dance.According to the dance

critic Clive Barnes, American modern dance in the twenties divided into two competing

styles:Graham's method was to take the simple “contraction and release” of natural breathing

and apply these same tensions to all muscular body movement. This intensification of natural

movement gives her dance a kind of explosive energy.On the other hand, Barnes continues,

"Doris Humphrey's style based itself on 'falls and recoveries'... and exploited the inherent

drama of the falling body and the special pressures and tensions of a balanced body in

repose." As these were the commanding persuasions of the forties and fifties, the important

choreography of the sixties necessarily defined artistic positions at points beyond.Indeed, the

stylistic precursors of the most interesting recent dance are neither Graham nor Humphrey but

the three innovating choreographers of a third generation--Merce Cunningham and Ann

Halprin, both born around 1920, and Alwin Nikolais, a few years their senior--each for two

decades or more head of his or her eponymous performance group, each scarcely in touch

with the other two peers. What these three masters, along with younger dancers working in

their wake, collectively represent is the rejection not only of most balletic movements and forms

but also the Graham-Humphrey choreographic grammars --particularly contraction-release and

fall-recovery, in addition to dramatic linearity and climax, and the usual structure of theme-and-

variations.The new choreographers established a concomitant bias toward developing

alternative forms of movement and composition. All three eschewed the traditional plot of boy

courting girl; rejected representational (and, thus, literary) subjects and narrative "stories" in

favor of fields of activity which are indefinite or otherworldly in feeling: reduce dramatic

characterizations with mimetic gestures for non-allusive or unparticularized roles; semblances

of seduction for more ascetic behaviors; superhuman athletic movements for either more subtly

difficult steps or indubitably prosaic actions; classical music in favor of decidedly contemporary,

particularly electronic, accompaniments which are too nonrhythmical to provide a regular beat;

and invisibly complementary lighting in favor of more disjunctive and, thus, more conspicuous



forms of illumination. They also exhibit a common regard for movement as its own end rather

than a vehicle for psychological expression; a preference for titles that are either inscrutably

abstract or descriptive of the piece's form (rather than any extrinsic subject); a rejection (except

by Nikolais) of a unified ensemble of look-alike figures in favor of spatially less restricted and

asymmetrical deployment of individualized performers; a continually shifting, rather than static,

theatrical point around which the activity centers; and finally, an exploratory interest in the

indefinite borders between dance and nondance, whatever the latter may be.In brief,

Cunningham's stylistic mark is discontinuous abstraction, which is to say that neither the parts

of the dancer's body nor the ensemble of performers function together in ways familiar to either

representational dance or life. For instance, while one of Cunningham's arms is elegantly

extended at a right angle from the body, the other will dangle disinterestedly, and so forth.

Nonetheless, out of such originally anti-expressionist, anti-rational purposes Cunningham has

paradoxically evolved a choreographic language that, after several viewings, seems both

reasonable and unmistakably personal. Ann Halprin's forte is highly theatrical spectacles which

favor just natural (or uninstructed) movements that customarily stem from executing some

physical task, like moving an object from A to B, rather than performing a certain kind of

prescribed step. Nikolais’s main innovation has been the use of props not only as extensions of

the dancers' bodies (particularly their arms) but also as integral elements in a performance that

might be classified as mixed-means theater were not its thrust and tradition so fundamentally

choreographic.It is primarily the extent of stylistic distance from Graham-Humphrey, not to say

classic ballet, that distinguishes the triumvirate of originators from those choreographers who

have responded to the challenge of the avant-garde but have not moved to the frontier. Paul

Taylor, whom Clive Barnes incidentally identifies as Cunningham's primary peer and

competitor, is actually a more conservative figure, whose later work favors “fluent movements

and expressive lyricism as well as, indicatively, such classic accompaniments as Handel and

Beethoven." To be historically accurate it should be noted that Taylor's earlier dance was more

radical in concept. Not only did he briefly dance with the Merce Cunningham company, but his

early piece Duet (1957), in which he and Toby Glanternik posed absolutely still for several

minutes, is a masterful example of what I call Inferential Art [and others, “conceptual art”] .

More recently, his Public Domain (1968) is based upon a tape collage that aesthetically

resembles the dancers’ discontinuous quotations of familiar movements, and since sound and

sight are intentionally unsynchronized, dancers may be doing soft-shoe while the score rings

Gregorian chants. However, as Barnes summarized Taylor's eclectic counter-progress. “He has

passed through all forms of avant-gardism to (in modern dance terms) classicism.”José Limón,

in contrast, evolved from traditional origins to appropriate innovation without fully realizing an

innovative style. Once Humphrey's closest collaborator, he has recently been moving away

from the bejeweled elegance of his masterpiece, an interpretation of Othello entitled The

Moor’s Pavane (1949), to dances that obeyed the earlier conventions of dramatic subject, tonal

score, lyrical expression, and unified ensemble. However, the dancers' movements are

continually clipped short, with results that seemed less abstract than affected. The Joffrey

Ballet occasionally borrows some devices developed by the avant-garde--Astarte (1967), for

instance, includes a rock score performed by a live band that provides the dancers' rhythm,

and a film projected on a billowy curved screen that rearticulates the space of the stage. Not

only does the male protagonist emerge from a seat in the audience, but he concludes the

piece by exiting through several sets of stage doors onto the back-door street. However, within

this frame of unusual gestures, Astarte's protagonists engage in a series of staged erotic duets

whose style is so familiar, if not archaic, that the piece exemplifies the current opportunism of



pouring old art into new bottles, as well as the older opportunism of preserving European

"culture" in an American environment.Few personal reputations in contemporary art are as

indisputable as Merce Cunningham's, for he has been the major innovator in world modern

dance since the late forties. So far beyond established limits was his earliest work that his 1953

week-long series in New York City received no reviews in the local press! Although he spent

his earliest professional years as a soloist in the Graham Company and some regarded him as

"America's finest lyric dancer," Cunningham's own choreography, from the start, rejected

Graham's expressionistic bias for more objective (or emotionally ambiguous) forms of

movement and choreography. His primary collaborator from the beginning, the composer John

Cage, had also rejected expressionism in art and linearity in music for discontinuous fragments

of sound. Reflecting each one's continuing influence upon the other, Cunningham's dances

assumed an analogous shape, so that each movement (along with passages of stillness)

merits appreciation on its own, independent of any larger context (or within the larger anti-

structural structure of sustained discontinuity). Significantly, a Cage score for a Cunningham

piece typically functions not as a synchronous accompaniment but as an aesthetic analogue in

the environmental background--the ordered disorder of one formally matching a similar quality

in the other. In fact, just as the decor is generally designed apart from the dance's composition,

the music is usually added after the choreography has been completed. "This was the first

example in dance," writes the critic Jill Johnston, "of putting things together, or letting things go

together, that are not logically thought to have any business being together."In comparison,

Cage now seems the more courageously, or outrageously, extreme of the two figures, not only

admitting a greater abundance of life (or non-art) to his art but radically repudiating

compositional traditions in his silent piece, 4'33". Though Cunningham made a dance of

movements observed on the street--Minutiae (1954)--he never risks the outright chaos that

Cage continually approaches. Speaking of Canfield (1967), which has a Cagean score by

Pauline Oliveros, the mathematician Stephen Smoliar shrewdly perceived a contrast between

the indeterminate setting and music "and the confident determinacy of every step taken by the

dancers, providing the resulting system with a graded hierarchy of entropies." Cunningham has

yet to present a choreographic analogue of 4'33", which would logically involve opening the

curtain to an absolutely empty stage (or, perhaps, a large mirror reflecting the audience). Nor

has he totally rejected balletic elements, though he scrupulously casts them into post-

modernist formats.One reason why Cunningham has remained preeminent for so long is his

output--over fifty pieces so far of incomparable range and quality; another is that his art has

changed considerably over the years. His earliest work, as noted, explored discontinuous ways

both of moving the dancer's body and of populating the theatrical space. He eventually

developed that particularly Cunningham style of individual movement--awkward in form and

balance, yet graceful and fluent in execution--and to this day he remains its most masterful

performer. As his longtime company colleague, the spectacular dancer Carolyn Brown, put it.

"No one else can even approximate the thrusts of energy, the quick changes, the subtle

rhythmic variations, the counterpoint of torso and arms and legs and head that occur in his

own dancing." Not only did a piece as early as Suite for Chance (1952) contain movements, in

Cunningham's words, "purposefully as unadorned and flat as I could make them," but it

allowed chance operations to determine both the parts of the body and the order of the piece's

sections, thereby insuring that individuals and ensemble eschew familiar ways of structuring.

This commitment to deny one's acquired habits and particular intentions culminates in Story

(1963), where an indeterminate design insures that each performance would be considerably

different in detail.By the early fifties, his ideas and practice established that any and all



movements were, in principle, available to choreography. In Collage II (1952), for instance,

members of the troupe combed their hair and brushed their teeth on stage, these gestures in

context implicitly inferring that such mundane activities had qualities of dance. He has since

declared, "I am first concerned with human activity, ordinary gesture and making continuity out

of human gesture. I do not consider that one gesture is more interesting than another." He

differed from other choreographers in accepting, if not accenting, the individual appearance

and idiosyncratic movement-preferences of his fellow performers. By the late fifties, in pieces

such as Nocturnes (1956) and Antic Meet (1958), Cunningham had perfected that

nonrepresentational, nonlinear, nonexpressionistic, nonunison. nonathletic, and nonlogical

style that informed his subsequent work, and Field Dances (1963) epitomized his continuing

concern with noncentered space. "When the dancers are moving thus around the stage," Jill

Johnston remarks, "the effect is something like what you might see in a train terminal where

the people are rushing, walking, waiting or sitting as they are, isolated in their own

destinations."It is a sign of Cunningham's fecundity as a choreographer that, as noted before,

he has contributed to both avant-garde tendencies—one that which would isolate qualities and

possibilities indigenous to the art and the other which would miscegenate with the other arts

and technologies. In his 1960's evolution, the latter kind of pieces came first: a series of mixed-

means works where human movements are complemented by a compelling musical score,

extraordinary props, expressive lights, and sometimes film, all of which function not as

secondary accompaniments to the dancers but as media (or means) of more or less equal

status and interest. With these pieces Cunningham extended a tendency implicit in

Summerspace (1958)--where dancers with dotted costumes resembling the backdrop (all

designed by Robert Rauschenberg) animated a larger visual field of kinetic dots--if not dating

as far back as his early collaboration in Cage's Theater Piece NO.7 (1952), which is generally

considered the first American "happening".In Winterbranch (1964), his major achievement of

this strain, beams of staccato light penetrate abstractly and randomly a darkened stage,

usually projecting away from the darkly garbed, undereye-smudged performers, all to an ear-

splitting score, 2 Sounds (April 1960) by La Monte Young. The effect is extremely otherworldly,

if not nightmarish and, although the atmosphere suggests several representational

interpretations, everything still remains characteristically indefinite. Variations V (1965), also a

Cunningham masterpiece of this genre, is an aleatory spectacular that mixes a chaotic sound-

collage by John Cage, films of Merce Cunningham's feet by Stan VanDerBeek, carousels of

projected slides, a network of vertical antennas on the stage that respond to the

unpredetermined (or random) presence of dancers by signaling various kinds of electronic

sound generation, all in addition to the choreographed movements. To bring these activities to

a climax, Cunningham resorts to a formally intrusive activity that is sufficiently different from

what went before to earn the applause that might not otherwise be forthcoming-with a smile on

his face, he rides an elegant English bicycle around the aurally responsive field. Variations V is,

in Cunningham's fine phrase, "a galaxy of events where everything interacts." Yet so various is

the field that the spectator's eye knows not where to look, or his ear not what to hear. Other

mixed-means works of this period are How to Pass, Kick, Fall, and Run (1965), wherein

dancers ineffectively compete with John Cage's compelling side-stage rendition of his funny

one-minute stories, and Place (1966), which employs a darkened, vaguely representational

stage and ends climactically with Cunningham wrapping himself in a plastic bag and noisily

rolling himself off the stage.In Cunningham's pieces of the late sixties, such as Scramble

(1967) or Rainforest (1968), his emphasis returns to dance as such. Although he honors the

other, theatrical, concern by using more elaborate staging than a decade before, the settings



here are not as animate as those in Variations V or Winterbranch. The movement and space

are still as generally abstract as before, but in occasional passages forms of extreme

lifelikeness are represented. Walkaround Time (1968) has a staged intermission during which

the sound system plays atypically tonal music, the house lights come on, and the performers

break their formal postures to don warm-up clothes, talk with each other, slouch in the corners,

lie prone on the stage, and indulge in other pedestrian activities--in general, do what they

would normally do during an intermission. The most stunning solo in the second half of this

piece has Cunningham, way back on the left-hand side of the stage, running in place while he

changes out of one costume into another--moving beautifully in the course of executing a

practical task.These late sixties pieces extend an earlier interest in choreographic diffusion--not

only of a larger company of performers over a greater stage-space, but also the diffusion of

both the events and the commanding roles over elongated, "spaced-out" time; so that the

spectator's attention, as well as the emphases on individual dancers and of particular

sequences, are similarly diffused in the course of a single piece. In these works, performers

other than Cunningham and Brown command interest and are given important solos, making

the company less an hierarchic ensemble than a commune of equally ranked performers; yet

these pieces as wholes always reflect Cunningham's distinctive style. (No other choreographer

uses so many people so well. or has so many individually competent associates.) His pieces of

1970, Objects and Signals, echo this new definition of space and ensemble, as does Second

Hand (1970), whose opening parts rework earlier material. However, these works of the

seventies have a noticeably different rhythm and suggest still other preoccupations.Less is

commonly known about Ann Halprin because, unlike Cunningham and Nikolais, who have

regularly toured the world, she spends her time near San Francisco. Married to the noted

landscape designer, Lawrence Halprin, she was from the beginning of her career interested in

breaking out of the classical proscenium for other kinds of theatrical space, not only sending

her performers out into the audience but even “staging” her works in fields and on beaches, so

that they reflect the character of the surroundings. Halprin also uses collaborators professional

in various other arts--architecture, light, sculpture, poetry, music--to present theatrical

productions which are more mixed-means theater than dance. Originally a student of Margaret

H'Doubler, a University Wisconsin dancer-physiologist, Halprin was an accomplished modern-

dancer, before developing her choreography based upon movements performed in the course

of doing prescribed tasks, such as carrying a chest up a vertical net or opening rolls of paper.

This bias allows for imprecise, if not indeterminate, variations within the basic design.

Therefore, her performers need not have extensive training in dance. (The most graceful

athletes. one remembers, also move beautifully in the course of getting something done.)

"There is a very rigid structure (a score) which is carefully predetermined and schedules both

the sequence of events and the stage materials with which these are involved,” she wrote of

her pieces. "What is fluid are the ways in which performers select to develop the materials

within the fixed score, which was designed to allow for many choices inside the basic

structure.”The performance of Parades and Changes (1964) that I saw--it has many versions--

opens with eight dancers, four men and four women, removing their clothes three times and

then dressing again twice, each at his own speed, eventually leaving themselves completely

naked. Meanwhile, rolls of yard-wide paper are unraveled on stage and the performers throw,

shred, and wrap the paper as they will until the stage becomes a live assemblage of bodies

and paper, all bathed in an articulated field of animatedly sweeping light and an electronic

score. Then everything rolled off the stage into the orchestra pit, leaving the stage completely

free of people and debris. In later sequences, fully clothed performers take a trunk into the



balcony and carry it down a rope ladder to the orchestra and back on stage. At no point in the

evening was there any movements familiar to dance, either ballet or Graham or Cunningham,

yet the performance area, which included the entire theater, was continually filled with lovely

people moving beautifully. Halprin's projects of the late sixties moved out of dance-theater, if

not art, into such architectural-ecological concerns as building physical environments and

alternative human communities.Unlike Cunningham and Halprin, Alwin Nikolais has since 1948

been attached to an institution, not a university like many painters and composers, but the

Henry Street Settlement House on New York's Lower East Side. Most of his historically

advanced pieces were first performed in its playhouse, perhaps the most suitable stage for

dance in that city. Formerly an assistant to Hanya Holm, herself an immigrant protégée of Mary

Wigman, Nikolais did not concentrate on choreography until the late forties, and his most

successful work extends another German tradition—Oscar Schlemmer's innovative Bauhaus

theater, where the movements of individuals are subordinated to a larger theatrical pattern

established by scenery, costumes, and lights. His major works appropriate all kinds of props,

most of which function as emphatic extensions of the dancers' limbs and brightly colored

costumes that puff out from the natural lines of the body--in sum, they generate what Nikolais

calls a "direct kinetic statement." His best choreography, such as Structures (1970), favors

frenetic but fluent movements that are often individually improvised in detail and avoid

grandiose gestures, yet they are invariably repeated to excess and represent traditional more

than radical stagecraft. His pieces are long, often a whole evening in length.
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